BRITISH & CONTINENTAL COACH TRAVEL

Carmel Driver Training
So you want to learn to drive a Bus or Coach?
The first step is to add the provisional entitlement of category D to your driving licence .For this you need 2
forms, the application form D2 and the brown medical form D4.
You will need to take the medical form to a doctor and have a full medical they will make a charge for this
you then send both forms off to the DVLA. You can get these forms from the Post Office, local DVLA office
or on line at
https://www.gov.uk/become-lorry-bus-driver/applying-for-a-bus-or-lorry-provisional-entitlement
When your provisional licence comes back you are able to drive a bus or coach under supervision on L
plates. At this point it would be advisable to come along for a 1hour driving assessment to introduce you to
the vehicle and for one of our experienced instructors to estimate the number of hours you will need to
pass the Driving Test.
We suggest you then learn and pass the Multiple Choice and Hazard Perception Tests before coming for
the Driver Training as you cannot apply for the driving test until they are passed. These are computer based
tests are bookable on line at:https://www.gov.uk/book-practical-driving-test
There is also lots of help by following links from this page.
In addition to the theory tests there is a CPC case study test if you intend to drive commercially.

Once these are passed you are able to book your Driving Test, we can assist you with this and then book
your training to suit there is then the practical CPC “show me tell me” test, this test can be taken before or
after the actual Driving Test.
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